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In this paper, we define the language (FO + posHP), where HP is the Hamiltonian path 
operator, and show that a problem can be represented by a sentence of this language if and 
only if the problem is in NP. We also show that every sentence of this language can be written 
in a normal form, and this normal form theorem establishes that the problem of deciding 
whether there is a directed Hamiltonian path between two distinguished vertices in a digraph 
is complete for NP via projection translations, where these translations are apparently much 
weaker than logspace reductions: as far as we know, this is the first such problem discovered. 
We also give a general technique for extending existing languages using operators derived 
from problems. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, different characterizations of well-known complexity classes have 
been established, often yielding a deeper insight into the P = ? = NP problem. One 
such characterization uses first-order languages and relates the expressibility of a 
problem with its computational complexity (cf. [4--8, l&12]). By relating the 
complexity class NL with the language (FO + posTC), and considering whether 
(FO + posTC) = (FO + TC), a well-known open problem has recently been solved 
(cf. [8, 16]), namely it has been shown that NL is closed under complementation. 
Also, by the logical characterization of the complexity class NSYMLOG (sym- 
metric logspace) as (FO + posSTC), new problems concerning free groups have 
been shown to be complete for NSYMLOG via logspace reductions [13]. 
In this paper, we pursue this characterization of complexity classes using 
languages, and we capture NP by the language (FO + posHP), where HP is the 
Hamiltonian path operator. We show that every sentence of this language has a 
normal form and this normal form enables us to show that the problem of deciding 
whether a digraph has a directed Hamiltonian path between two distinguished 
vertices is complete for NP via projection translations; these are apparently much 
* This paper appeared as an extended abstract in the proceedings of the 2nd International Conference 
on Computing and Information, Niagara Falls, Canada, May 23-26, 1990, published as a volume of 
Lecture Notes in Computer Science by Springer-Verlag, Berlin. 
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weaker reductions than logspace reductions. As far as we know, this is the first such 
problem discovered. 
We begin by giving the basic definitions and concepts in Section 1, before 
detailing a general technique for building new languages from old in Section 2. The 
existing languages (FO + TC) and (FO + ATC) are discussed in Section 3, and 
in Section 4, we define the language (FO + posHP) and establish a normal form 
theorem. In Section 5, we show that all those problems represented by a sentence 
of (FO + posHP) are in NP, and vice oersa, and we present our conclusions in 
Section 6. Throughout, tuples of elements and complexity classes are denoted by 
bold type. 
1. BASIC DEFINITIONS 
In this section, we present the basic logical definitions and concepts used 
throughout paper. The reader is referred to [4-6, lo] where related notions are 
considered, and to [ 1, 21 for additional background material concerning first-order 
logic. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A vocabulary (or signature) T = (R,, R,, . . . . R,, C,, C,, . . . . C,) 
is a tuple of relation symbols (Ri: i= 1,2, . . . . k} and constant symbols 
{ Ci: i = 1, 2, . . . . m 1. These relation symbols R,, R2, . . . . Rk have fixed arities 
ak (3 0), respectively. A finite structure of size n over the vocabulary r is 
:ltu$e”;= ((0, 1, . . . . n- 11, R,, R2, . . . . Rk, C,, Cz, . . . . C, ) consisting of a universe 
ISI = (0, 1, . . . . n- l}, relations R,, R,, . . . . R, on the universe 1 S( of arities 
al, a2, . . . . sky respectively (corresponding to the relation symbols R,, R,, . . . . R, of 
r), and constants C,, C,, . . . . C, from the universe 1 SI (corresponding to the 
constant symbols C,, C,, . . . . C, of 7). The size of some structure S is denoted by 
1 SI (there is no ambiguity if we associate the set (0, 1, . . . . n- l} with the number n: 
hence, the notions of size and universe are synonymous). We denote the set of all 
finite structures over z by STRUCT(r). 
Henceforth, we refer to a finite structure as simply a structure and do not 
distinguish between relations and relation symbols (the latter have, until now, 
appeared underlined). We assume throughout the following that the universe of any 
of our structures has at least two elements (otherwise we become inundated with 
special cases relating to structures of size 1). 
DEFINITION 1.2. A problem of arity t (>, 0) over the vocabulary r is a subset of 
STRUCT,(z)= {(S, u): SESTRUCT(~), UE IS\‘}. 
As we shall see, our languages will determine classes of problems of arity 0, 
although the notion of a problem of a higher arity will be required in order to build 
our languages. 
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DEFINITION 1.3. The first-order language FO(7) over the vocabulary 7 has as its 
well-formed formulae (wffs) those formulae built, in the usual way, from the 
relation and constant symbols of 7, the binary relation symbols { = , s}, and the 
constant symbols (0, max}, using the logical connectives { v , 1 }, the variables 
{x7 Y, z3, *.., etc.}, and the quantifier 3. 
We assume that the relation (resp. constant) symbols s and = (resp. 0 and max) 
do not occur in any vocabulary, and we consider the logical connectives ( A, *, 
o } and the quantifier V as the usual abbreviations. The notions of a variable 
being free or bound in some wff of FO(z), for some vocabulary 7, are as usual. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let 4 be some wff of some language L, and let x be the t-tuple 
of free variables of 4. Then we say that 4 is over x, and has arity t. If 4 is over x, 
then we write 4(x). 
DEFINITION 1.5. Let x be a t-tuple of distinct variables. Then a valuation on x 
from some structure S is a t-tuple v E 1 SI’ with the ith value of u assigned to the 
ith variable of x, for each i= 1, 2, . . . . t. 
We now consider how we interpret the wff’s of FO(z), for some vocabulary 7. 
DEFINITION 1.6. Consider the wff 4, over the variables of the t-tuple x, of the 
language FO(s), for some vocabulary 7. Then 4 is interpreted in the set 
STRUCT,(z), and for each SE STRUCT(7), of size n, and u E 1 SI’, 
(S? u) I= d(x) if and only if d’(u) holds, 
where d”(u) denotes the obvious interpretation of 4 in S, except that the binary 
relation symbol = is always interpreted in S as equality, the binary relation symbol 
s is interpreted as the successor relation on 1 SI, the constant symbol 0 is 
interpreted as 0 E I S 1, the constant symbol max is interpreted as n - 1 E I S ( , and 
each variable of x is given the corresponding value from u. 
It should be clear how we can define problems (of various arities) using the 
language FO(z), for some vocabulary 7. 
DEFINITION 1.7. Let 4 be a wff over the t-tuple of variables x, of FO(r), 
for some vocabulary 7. Then 4 represents (or specifies) the problem 
{(S, u) : (S, u) E STRUCT,(t), (S, u) k d(x)} of arity t. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let the vocabulary 7 = (E), where E is a relation symbol of arity 
2 (that is, any structure over 7 can be considered as a digraph). Consider the 
wff 4 E FO(7) defined as follows: 
4 z (Vx)(3~)(3z)CCE(x, y) A E(x, z)] A W)CE(x, w) * Cw =Y v w= ~111. 
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Then the problem (of arity 0) represented by 4 (considered as being over the 
empty tuple of variables) consists of all those digraphs where every vertex has 
out-degree 2. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. Let the vocabulary z = (E), where E is a relation symbol of 
arity 2. Consider the wff q5 E FO(z) defined as follows: 
Then d(x) represents the problem (of arity 1) consisting of all those pairs (G, u), 
where G is a digraph and u is a vertex of G, such that u is joined by a directed edge 
to every other vertex of G except itself. 
EXAMPLE 1.3. Let the vocabulary z = (E), where E is a relation symbol of 
arity 2. Consider the wff q5 E FO(z) defined as follows: 
Then d(x) represents the problem (of arity 1) consisting of all those pairs (G, v), 
where G is a digraph and u is a vertex of G, such that u has out-degree at least 1. 
2. BUILDING LANGUAGES 
We now show how to build new languages by augmenting established languages 
with operators. We begin with two definitions concerning the ability to translate 
one structure S, over some vocabulary r, to another structure S’, over some other 
vocabulary r’, where the mechanism for translation involves ascertaining the truth 
or falsity of interpretations of various wff’s in S. Our aim is to be able to translate 
one problem to another (just as some decision problem can be reducued to another 
via, say, a logspace deterministic Turing machine). 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let 
(a) L(r) be some language, for some vocabulary z, such that L(T) = FO(z) or 
L(z) has already been formed with respect to Definition 2.3 (and so, in particular, 
has well-defined semantics); 
@I f= CR,, Rz, . . . . R,, C,, Cz, . ..> C, ) be some fixed vocabulary, where 
each Ri is a relation symbol of arity ai, and each C, is a constant symbol. 
Suppose we are given a set of wff’s C such that 
c = {&(Xi), l+bj(Yj) : i= 1, 2, . ..) k;j= 1, 2, . ..) m} EL(T), 
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where each wff q5i(resp. tij) is over the qai (resp. q) distinct variables Xi (resp. yj), 
for some positive integer q, and where each tij is such that for each SE STRUCT(r) 
s t= (3x,)(3x,) ... (~X,Kll/jh, x2, . ..Y xq) * (YYlmY2) .‘. WqWjh Y2? -4,) 
o(x,=y, ilxx,r\y,... r\x,=y,)]]. 
Such a set of wff’s Z is called z’-descriptive. Consider some SE STRUCT(z). Then 
the z’-translation of S with respect to C is the structure S’ E STRUCT(r’) defined as 
follows: 
S’ has universe I SI q, 
for all i= 1, 2, . . . . k and for any tuples {ul, u2, . . . . u,} E ISI = ISIq, 
R;‘(u,, u2, . . . . II,;) holds if and only if (S, (u,, u2, . . . . II,)) + #Jxi), 
and, for all j= 1, 2, . . . . mandforanytuple~~~S’(=~S~~, 
c+I if and only if (S, u) k tjj(yj). 
We add that when considering the universe of some structure as consisting of 
tuples of elements, we order that universe lexicographically. The notion of a trans- 
lation, as detailed in Definition 2.1, is in its most general form. However, we often 
need to restrict this generality. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let the notation be as in Definition 2.1 and let z be a tuple of 
variables, where each variable of z is different from each variable in each tuple xi 
or yj, and does not occur bound in any wff ii or tjj. Also, each #i may have addi- 
tional free variables from z. Let SE STRUCT(r) and let v be some valuation (from 
I S( ) on z. Then the z’-translation of S with respect to Z specified at z = v is the 
structure S’ E STRUCT(z’), defined as follows: 
S’ has universe ) S I q, 
and for all i= 1, 2, . . . . k and for any tuples {ur, u2, . . . . u,} E 1 S’I = I Sly, 
Rf’(u,, II*, . . . . II,) holds if and only if (S, (u,, ~2, . . . . un,, v)) k di(Xiy Z) 
(note here that we are considering each di as being over (xi, z), even though not 
all the variables of z may occur free in di), and, for all j= 1,2, . . . . m and for any 
tuple ~IE(S’I=IS)~, 
+u if and only if (S, u) k ej(yj). 
We are now in a position to define the syntax and semantics of our new 
languages. The following definition is recursive: we describe how our w!T’s are built 
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and, having built some wff, we immediately define the semantics. (Note that this 
somewhat unusual method of describing a language is well-defined.) 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let 
(a) t’= (R,, Rz, . . . . R,, C,, C,, . . . . C,> be some fixed vocabulary, where 
each Ri is a relation symbol of arity ai, and each C, is a constant symbol; 
(b) 52 be some problem over r’ of arity t. 
Then the first-order extension of FO(r) by (Sz, r’), denoted (FO + (Q, z’))(r), is 
defined recursively as follows: 
(i) each wff d(x) of FO(r) is a wff of (FO+ (52,7’))(7); 
semantics: if SE STRUCT(z) and II is a tuple over ) S 1 such that 1 u I = 1 x ( , then 
(S, u) k 4(x)- (S, UN= 4(x) in W7); 
(ii) if 4(x) and $(x) are wff’s of (FO+ (Q, z’))(z), then so are -14(x), 
(4 v $)(x), and (!iz)(&(x)), where z does not occur bound in 4 (although it is 
bound in (Iz)(&x))); 
semantics: if SE STRUCT(t) and u is a tuple over 1 S I such that 1 u ) = Ix 1, then 
(S, u) t= l&x) o it is not the case that (S, u) k 4(x); 
(ST u) k (4 v I(I)(x) - either (S, u) k d(x) or (S, u) ‘F $(x); 
if z appears in x, let u’ be the tuple u with the value corresponding to z removed: 
then 
(S, u) I= W)(gl(x))* (S u’, ~1 k 4(x), for SOme 0~ I SI 
(z is given the value v); 
if z does not appear in x, then 
(S u) I= WM4b)) * (ST u) I= 0); 
(iii) if we are given a set C E (FO + (Q, 7’))(r) of z’-descriptive wff’s (already 
built according to this definition and as in Definition 2.1), except that each #i may 
have additional free variables (as in Definition 2.2), then the formula 
@(X)~QC~X,4,, %cb*, . . . . w40 Y,til, Y2$*, . . . . Ym$mlh, z2, ...? z,), 
is a wff of (FO + (Q, t’))(t), where each z,, is a q-tuple of variables or constant sym- 
bols, and the variables of each z,, do not occur in any wff 4i or r+Gi: moreover, the 
variables of each tuple xi and yj are bound in this formula (as are the variables 
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bound in some wff tii or tij), with the variables of each tuple zh and the other free 
variables occuring in each wff 4i being free; 
semantics: if SE STRUCT(r) and u is a tuple over 1 S 1 such that ) u 1 = I x 1, then 
(S, u) + Q(x) o the s’-translation of S with respect to Z specified 
at x = u, that is, the structure S’ E STRUCT(r’), is 
such that (9, (u,, u2, . . . . u,))E~, for some tuples 
{ Ul, uz, . . . . u,} G I Slq, where uh is obtained from 
the tuple zh by giving any variable of z,, the 
corresponding value of u. 
We do not distinguish between a problem and the operator corresponding to that 
problem (Q, in Definition 2.3). Also, when building our wff’s of (FO + (Q, Y))(r), 
as in Definition 2.3, if we forbid the negation of wff’s involving an application of the 
operator 52 (and thus in wff’s so formed the operator Q does not appear negatively, 
i.e., it appears only positively) but allow the use of the logical connective A and 
the quantifier V (with the usual semantics), then we denote the resulting language 
as (FO + pos(Q, r’))(r). Henceforth, we refer to a wff as simply a formula. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let L(r) be some well-defined language, for any vocabulary r. 
Then the formulae of the language L are (4 E L(z): r is any vocabulary}, with the 
semantics inherited from the languages {L(z): r is any vocabulary}. 
We remark that if Q is some problem, over the vocabulary z’, then we usually 
denote the language (FO + (0, z’)) by (FO + Q) when the vocabulary r’ is under- 
stood. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let L be some language. Then the class of problems represented 
(or specified) by L (and also denoted L) consists of all those problems represented 
by the sentences of L. 
The reason for concentrating on problems of arity 0, as detailed in Definition 2.5, 
is as follows: suppose we have a formula over the t-tuple x, and over the vocabulary 
r. Then the problem represented by that formula is of arity t. However, by con- 
sidering the vocabulary r’, which is r extended by t new constant symbols, we may 
assume that the problem is represented by a formula over t’ and of arity 0. 
3. THE LANGUAGES (FO + TC) AND (FO + ATC) 
Having seen how to build new languages from old, we now look at two existing 
languages that have been formed in this way, although not using the general 
techniques of the last section; that is, the languages (FO + TC) and (FO + ATC) 
formulated by Immerman [6]. 
We begin with the language (FO + TC). Let r0 = (E), where E is a relation 
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symbol of arity 2, and let TC denote the problem of arity 2 over r0 defined as 
follows: 
TC = {(S, (x, y)): (S, (x, y)) E STRUCT,(r,) such that there is a 
directed path from vertex x to vertex y in the 
digraph S}. 
(Then (FO + TC) is the logic defined using Definitions 2.3 and 2.4.) 
Immerman [6] also studied languages related to (FO + TC), namely the 
languages (FO + posTC), (FO + STC), (FO + posSTC), (FO + DTC), and 
(FO + posDTC). The problem STC is the problem of arity 2 over r0 (rO as above), 
defined as 
STC = {(S, (x, y)): (S, (x, y)) E STRUCT,(r,) such that there is an 
undirected, path from vertex x to vertex y in 
the graph S}, 
while DTC is the problem of arity 2 over r,, defined as 
DTC = {(S, (x, y)): (S, (x, y)) E STRUCT,(r,) such that there is a 
directed path from vertex x to vertex y in the 
digraph S where every vertex on the path has 
out-degree 1). 
The language (FO + ATC) is built as was (FO + TC) except that instead of 
dealing with directed graphs, we consider alternating graphs (that is, directed 
graphs where every vertex is labelled as being either universal or existential). In 
particular, let 7, = (E, U), where E is a relation symbol of arity 2 and U is a 
relation symbol of arity 1 (and so a structure SE STRUCT (r, ) corresponds to a 
digraph with edges given by the relation ES and universal vertices given by the 
relation U”). Suppose we have the following rules for determining whether a 
relation APATHS(x, y) holds, for some structure SE STRUCT(r, ): for all 
X,.YEISI, 
(a) APATHS(x, x) holds; 
(b) if x is existential and for some edge (x, z), we have that APATHS(z, y) 
holds, then APATHS(x, y); 
(c) if x is universal, if there is at least one edge leaving x, and if for every 
edge (x, z) we have that APATHS(x, z) holds, then APATHS(x, y) holds. 
Then these rules might determine more than one relation APATHS. (For example, 
suppose we define a relation APATHS of arity 2 as holding for every pair of vertices 
in our alternating graph S. Then this relation APATHS clearly satisfies the above 
rules.) Denote by ATCS the smallest such relation (that is, ATCS(x, y) holds if and 
only if APATHS(x, y) holds for every relation APATHS satisfying the above rules). 
Hence, ATC is clearly a problem of arity 2 over the vocabulary ri. 
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The significance of the above languages is demonstrated in [6, 83. In particular: 
THEOREM 3.1. (a) L = (FO + DTC) = (FO + posDTC). 
(b) NSYMLOG = (FO + posSTC) c_ (FO + STC). 
(c) NL = (FO + TC) = (FO + posTC). 
(d) P = (FO + ATC). 
The complecity class NSYMLOG is the class of languages recognized by sym- 
metric logspace Turing machines (such machines have the property that if they can 
move from instantaneous description IDi to instantaneous description ID2 in one 
step, then they can also move from instantaneous description ID, to instantaneous 
description ID, in one step: cf. ES]). It is unknown whether (FO + posSTC) = 
(FO + STC). Henceforth, the vocabulary r,, (resp. t l ) always denotes the 
vocabulary (E) (resp. (E, U)), where E is a relation symbol of arity 2 (resp. and 
U is a relation symbol of arity 1). 
4. THE LANGUAGE (FO + posHP) 
Let HP be the problem, of arity 2, over the vocabulary rO, defined as follows: 
HP = ((S, (x, y)): (S, (x, y)) E STRUCT,(r,) such that there is a 
directed Hamiltonian path from vertex x to 
vertex y in the digraph S}. 
THEOREM 4.1. Ler ti~(FO+posHP)(r) b e some sentence. Then the problem 
represented by 4 is also represented by a formula of the form 
with I(I E FO(r), I/I quantifier-free, and $ over the (distinct) variables of the k-tuples 
x and y, for some k 2 1, where 0 (resp. max) is the constant symbol 0 (resp. max) 
repeated k times. 
Proof: We proceed by induction on the length of 4. 
Case (i). 4 E FO(r) is atomic or the negation of an atomic formula. Let u and 
v be two distinct variables, not appearing in the formula 4. Consider the formula: 
8 E HP[luvd](O, max). 
For any structure SE STRUCT(r), let S, E STRUCT(r,) be the r,-translation of S 
w.r.t. d(u, v) (that is, regarding Q as being over the variables (u, v)). Then: 
Sk 8 if and only if (S,, (0, max))EHP. 
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But, So is either the digraph with every possible edge or the digraph with no edges, 
depending on whether S k 4 or not, respectively, and so S k 0 if and only if 
Sk 4. 
Case (ii). 4 = HP[hv@](q, r), where q and r are k-tuples of constant symbols. 
Let x1, x2, y, , and y, be distinct variables not appearing in the formula 4. Define 
the formula Q!I as follows: 
~~[x,=Or\x,=max~y,=O~y,=max~8(u,v)] 
v [(xl #O v x,#max) A (y, #O v y,#max)] 
V [X,=OAX,=OAy,=OAy,=IllaXAU=OAV=q] 
v [~,=O~x~=max~y,=max~y,=O~u=r~v=0]. 
Then, clearly, for any structure SE STRUCT(t), 
S k HP[kvKj(q, r) if and only if S k HP[A(u, x1, x,)(v, x,, x2) $](O, max), 
where 0 and max are (k + 2)-tuples. 
Case (iii). 4 = @ v Y, where @ = HP[;lxye](O, max), ‘Yz HP[luv~](O, max), 
f3 and x are quantifier-free, x and y are k-tuples and u and v are k’-tuples. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that k 2 k’. Let the variables of the 
(k- k’)-tuples a and b be distinct and different from all those appearing in 4. 
Consider the formula x’ defined as follows: 
x’ = [a = max A b = max A x(u, v)] 
v [a#max A b#max] 
v [a=OAb=maxAu=maxr\v=O]. 
Clearly, for any structure SE STRUCT(r ), 
S k HP[luv~](0, max) if and only if S + HP[l(a, u)(b, v) x’](O, max), 
where 0 and max in the second formula are of length k; so we may assume that 
k = k’. 
Let (z, zl, z2, z3) and (w, w,, wa, w3) be (k + 3)-tuples of distinct variables, none 
of which appears in 4. Define the formula II/ as follows: 
~,~(~~,~~,z~)=(max,0,max)~(w,,w,,w,)=(0,max,0)~z=w; 
I)~ E (zl, z2, z3) = (0, max, 0) A (w,, w2, w3) = (max, max, 0) A z = w; 
IcI3-(z,,z 2,z3)=(max,max,0)~(w,,w2,w,)=(max,0,max)~z=w; 
*a= (z,, 22, zj) = (max, max, 0) A (w,, w2, w3) = (0, max, max) A z = w; 
$5 = (z,, z2, ~,)=(0,max,max)~(w,,w,,w,)=(max,0,0)~z=w; 
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*6~(~~r~~,~~)=(max,O,0)~(w,,w,,w,)=(max,max,0)~z=w; 
*, = (z,, z2, z3) = (0, 0,O) A (w,, w2, w3) = (max, 0, max) A z = w = 0; 
~~-(z~,Z~,Z~)=(0,0,0)A(w~,W~,w~)=(0,max,max)AZ=W=0; 
$9-(zL, z2,z3)=(max,0, 0) A (w,, w2, w3)=(0, 0, max) A z=max A w=O; 
~1o=(z17z2, z3) = (0, max, 0) A (WI, w2, w3) = (0, 0, max) A z = max A w = 0; 
$1, = (Zl, Z2, 23) = (maX, 0, 0) A (W,, W2, W3) = (IllaX, 0, ITlaX) A Z # W A f?(Z, W); 
vQ12=(zl~z2~ Zj) = (0, maX, 0) A (W,, W2, W3) = (0, IllaX, ITlaX) A Z # W A x(Z, W); 
*13 f uz 17 zz> z,), (WI, w2, wd) Z {@ax, 0, 01, Cm=, 0, max), (0, mm, O), 
(0, ma% max), (ma& ma% o)} A {(z, ZI , Z2, Z3), (W, WI, W2, W3)} # 0, 
and: 
*-*‘vti2v$3v . ..*.2v*13 
(the shorthand used to describe the above formulae should be obvious, save that 
uz I~ZZ~ ZJP (WI? w2, WJ) z {( max, 0, O), (max, 0, max), (0, max, 0), 
(0, max, max), (max, max, 0)} 
means 
(z,, z2, zd # (ma% 0, 0) A (z,, z2, z3)# (mm, 0, max) 
A ... A (z,, z2, z3) # (max, max, 0) A (wl, w2, w3) # (max, 0,O) 
A (~1, w2, wg) # (mu& 0, max) A ... A (w,, w2, w3) # (max, max, 0), 
and we reiterate that the formulae 8 and x are over the variables of (x, y) and (u, v), 
respectively, so, for example, e(z, w) denotes 19(x, y) with the variables of x and y 
replaced by the corresponding variables of z and w). 
As an illustration of a digraph described by Ic/, consider the following example. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Suppose that S is some relevant structure of size 4, that k = 1, 
and that 
and 
es= {(OT 2), (2, l), (1, 3), (2, 3), (390)) 
f= ((03 11, (L2), (3,0)> 
(that is, these sets of ordered pairs (i, j) are exactly those pairs for which @(i, j) and 
x’(i,j) hold). Then the vertices of the digraph described by II/” are 4-tuples over 
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(0, 1,2, 3}, and this digraph can be pictured as in Fig. 1. Note that this digraph has 
a Hamiltonian path from (0, 0, 0, 0) to (3, 3, 3, 3). 
We claim that for any structure SE STRUCT(r), 
S /= HP[lxy0](0, max) v HP[hv~](0, max) 
if and only if S k HP[A(z, z,, z2, z,)(w, w,, w2, w3) Il/](O, max), 
where 0 and max in the second formula are (k + 3)-tuples, and in order to show 
this we require the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let G, and G, be digraphs on the vertices (0, 1, . . . . n - l}, and let G 
be the digraph defined as follows: 
(i) G has Sn + 2 vertices, namely {a,o, ail, . . . . ain-l, bio, bi1, . . . . bin-17 
co,c ,,..., c,-,,x,y:i=l,2}; 
(ii) G has edges ((alj, cj), (cj, au), (azj, b,), (b,, cj), (cj, b,), (bzj, a,): 
j=O, 1, . . . . n- l}; 
(iii) G has edges {(~,a~~), (~,b~~), (a,,-,,~), (b,,-,,y)); 
(iv) for each i, j E (0, 1, . . . . n - 1 }, with i #j: 
G has an edge (a,,, azj) ifand only if(i, j) is an edge of G, 
and 
G has an edge (bli, 6,) ifand only if(i, j) is an edge of G2 
all other vertices form a clique, 
via rule 913 
___--------_______ 
-. -\ 
FIG. 1. An illustration of Case (iii). 
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(G has no other edges except those described above). Then there is a directed 
Hamiltonian path in G from vertex x to vertex y if and only if there is a 
directed Hamiltonian path in G, from vertex 0 to vertex n - 1 or there is a directed 
Hamiltonian path in G2 from vertex 0 to vertex n - 1. 
Proof. The digraph G can be visualised as in Fig. 2. We say that the vertices 
a,i, aIi, bli, bzi, and ci are at level i, for each i. 
Suppose that there is a (directed) Hamiltonian path p from x to y in G, and 
suppose that we are currently at azi, for some i, having previously been at either 
av, for some j, or x, in the path p, and where no other vertices at level i have been 
visited. Then we are constrained to travel next to bli. Suppose we advance along 
the path p until we arrive at a level i vertex. Clearly, if this vertex is a,i or bzi, then 
p is not a Hamiltonian path. Hence, we must move from bli to ci, and then to b,,, 
and then ali. Consequently, it should be clear that either G, or G, has a 
Hamiltonian path from 0 to n - 1, depending on whether the first edge of the path 
p is (x, azO) or (x, bgO), respectively. 
Conversely, if G, or G, has a Hamiltonian path from 0 to n - 1, then by 
following this path and, for each i, visiting the vertices at level i in the order a,,, 
bri, ci, bzi, ari or bzi, ali, Ci, azi, bli, as appropriate, it should be clear that G has 
a Hamiltonian path from x to y. 1 
Let SE STRUCT(z) be of size n, and let G, (resp. G2) be the r,-translation of S 
w.r.t. 0(x, y)(resp. ~(u, v)); that is, G, and G, are digraphs with vertices indexed 
by k-tuples over (0, 1, . . . . n - 1 }. We can form the digraph G as in Lemma 4.2 
(ordering tuples lexicographically). 
FIG. 2. The construction used in Case (iii). 
571/45/l-10 
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Define the formula +’ by 
ly-lj, v I)* v ..’ v I),*. 
Let the digraph H (resp. H,,) be the z,-translation of S w.r.t. $(z, z,, z2, z3, w, 
wl, w2, w3) (rev. ~‘@,z1,zz,z3, w, wl, w2, w3)) over S. Remove all isolated 
vertices from Ho and denote the resulting digraph HA. Then it is easy to see that 
(i) HA is an induced subgraph of H; 
(ii) HA is isomorphic to G, with the vertex (0, 0, 0,O) (resp. (0, 0, 0, max)) of 
HA corresponding to the vertex x (resp. y) of G, where 0 is a tuple of length k; 
(iii) there is a Hamiltonian path in H from vertex (0, 0, 0,O) to vertex (max, 
max, max, max) if and only if there is a Hamiltonian path in G from vertex x to 
vertex y (with 0 and max tuples of length k). 
The required property of Ic/ follows by Lemma 4.2. 
Case (iv). 4~ HP[lxyKJ(O, max) A HP[kv~](0, max), where x and y are 
k-tuples and u and v are k’-tuples. 
As in Case (iii), we may assume that k = k’. Note that as the connective A is 
defined in terms of v and 1, then for some structure SE STRUCT(r), 
S + 4 if and only if S k HP[nxyFJ(O, max) and S /= HP[luv~l(O, max). 
Let z and w be k-tuples of variables and z,, z2, wr, and w2 be variables such that 
all variables are distinct and none appears in 4. Define the formula II/ as follows: 
* = C(z1, Z2r Wl, wd = (0, 0, 0,O) A e(z, w)] 
v [(z,, z2, wl, w,)= (max, max, max, max) A ~(z, w)] 
v C{(zl, z2), (w,, w2)) Z {CO, 01, (max, maxI> 
v [(zl,z2)=(0,0) A (wl, w2)=(0,max) A z=max A w=O] 
v [(z,, z,)= (max, 0) A (w,, w,)= (max, max) A z=max A w=O]. 
The formula II/ describes the following digraph: the vertices are indexed by the 
tuples (zr, z2, z); the subdigraph induced by the vertices of the form (0, 0, z) is a 
copy of the digraph described by 8; the subdigraph induced by the vertices of the 
form (max, max, z) is a copy of the digraph described by x; all vertices of the form 
(0, max, z) and (max, 0, z) are joined to one another; there is an edge (0, 0, max) 
to (0, max, 0), and an edge (max, 0, max) to (max, max, 0). Clearly, for any 
structure SE STRUCT(r), 
Sk4 if and only if S k HP[l(z,, z2, z)(w,, w2, w) $](O, max), 
where 0 and max have length k + 2. 
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Case (v). 4~ (32) HP[nxye](O, max), where z is not bound in 6’ and is 
different from any variable of the k-tuples x and y. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let G,, G,, . . . . G, be digraphs on the vertices (0, 1, . . . . n - 11, for 
some m > 2, and let G be the digraph defined as follows: 
(i) G has 2n(2m-1)+2 vertices, {a,, b,, ckj,dkj,x,y: i= 1,2, . . . . m; 
j=O, 1 , . . . . n - 1; k = 1, 2, . . . . m - l}; 
(ii) G has edges 
{ (bji, Qj+ Ii), (aji, dji), (dji, bj+ ILL (aj+ Ii, cji), (Cji, bji), 
(cji,dji), (dji,cji):i=O, l,..., n-l;j=l,2 ,..., m-l}; 
(iii) G has edges 
{(b,i,~l,),(Uj~_,,y),(~,bp):i=O,l,..., n-l;j=l,2 ,..., m]; 
(iv) for each k E { 1,2, . . . . m}, undfor each i,je (0, 1, . . . . n- l}, with i#j, 
G has an edge (ski, bkj) if and only if (i, j) is an edge of Gk 
(G has no other edges except those described above). Then there is a directed 
Hamiltonian path in G from vertex x to vertex y if and only if there is a directed 
Hamiltonian path in Gk from vertex 0 to vertex n - 1, for some k E ( 1, 2, . . . . m>. 
ProoJ The digraph G can be visualised as in Fig. 3. For each 
je (0, 1, . . . . n - l}, let level j consist of the vertices {au, b,, ckj, dkj: i= 1,2, . . . . m; 
k = 1, 2, . . . . m - 1 }. 
Suppose that there is a (directed) Hamiltonian path p in G from x to y, and that 
we are currently at vertex 6, in the path p with no other vertices of level j already 
visited. Then if i # m, we are constrained to move to a,, ij. As we must visit and 
leave each vertex of G\ {x, y} via the path p, then we must move next to cii, then 
to d,, and then to bi+Ij. It should be clear that the vertices 
b,, ai+ 11, CRY dg, bi+ 11, ai+zj, ci+ lj, di+v, bi+2j, ..*, bmjv alj 
are visited consecutively on the path p (even if i = m). 
Suppose i # 1 and we are at vertex die ij on the path p (with i as above). Then 
we must move next to ci- ii, as b, has already been visited, then to bi- ,j, and then 
to aij, before leaving level j. The vertex visited immediately before did ii must have 
been ai-ij, and it is not hard to see that the vertices 
are visited consecutively on the path p, whatever the value of i. Consequently, on 
the path p, if we enter level j at b,, then we visit all the vertices of level j before 
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copy of COP! copy of G, 
j a vertices j 
L-.__..._.J 
FIG. 3. The construction used in Case (v), 
leaving level j at av. Hence, there is a Hamiltonian path in Gi from 0 to n - 1, 
where i is determined by the first edge of p. 
Conversely, suppose there is a Hamiltonian path in Gi from 0 to n - 1. Then by 
choosing (x, b,U) as the first edge of a path p, and moving through the vertices of 
G as hinted at above and using the Hamiltonian path in Gi, there is clearly a 
Hamiltonian path in G from x to y. 1 
It is easy to see that by proceeding as in Case (iii) and using Lemma 4.3, the 
result follows. (Essentially, the digraph G can be described by a first-order formula, 
where we have a digraph Gi corresponding to the formula 8, with the restriction 
that the variable z is fixed at i.) 
Case (vi). q5 - (Vz) HP[AxyKJ(O, max), where z is not bound in 8 and different 
from any variable of the k-tuples x and y. 
Let u and v be k-tuples of variables and ui and o, be variables such that all 
variables are distinct and none appears in 4. Define the formula II/ as follows: 
y?= [u,=u, A t?(u, v, u,)] v [s(u,, ul) A u=max A v=O]. 
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Clearly, for any structure SE STRUCT(r), 
S l= q+~ if and only if S + HP[l(u,, u)(v,, v) $](O, max), 
where 0 and max have length k + 1. 
Case vii. 4 E HP[ilxyHP[bv0)](0, max) where x and y are k-tuples and u and 
v are k’-tuples (note that the variables of x and y do not occur bound in 0). 
LEMMA 4.4. Let (G,: i, j= 1, 2, . . . . m} be digraphs on the vertices { 0, 1, . . . . n - 1 }, 
and let G be the digraph defined as follows: 
(i) G has 4m2n - 2mn + m vertices, namely {xi, aikj, b,, ciqj, d,,: j= 0, 1, . . . . 
n-l;i,k=l,2 ,..., m;q=l,2 ,..., m-l}; 
(ii) for each iE { 1, 2, . . . . m}, the digraph formed by the vertices (xi, aiki, b,, 
ciqj, di,: j= 0, 1, . . . . n - 1; k = 1,2, . . . . m; q = 1,2, . . . . m - 1 } is isomorphic to the 
digraph G\{y)f ormed in Lemma 4.3 (with m = n - 1 ), where under this isomorphism 
Xi + X; a+. + akj; b, + 6,; Ciqj + Cqj; di, * dyj; 
(iii) G also has edges { (aiknp Ir xk): i, k = 1,2, . . . . m) 
(G has no other edges except those described above). Then there is a directed 
Hamiltonian path in G from vertex x1 to vertex x, if and only if the elements of 
{ 1, 2, . . . . m> can be arranged in a list 
1 = z,, z2, . . . . z, = m, 
such that no element appears on the list twice and such that there is a directed 
Hamiltonian path in G,,:,+, from 0 to n - 1, for each i = 1, 2, . . . . m. 
ProojY The digraph can be visualised as in Fig. 4: essentially, G is m copies of 
the digraph G\ { y > formed in Lemma 4.3, with additional edges joining the copies. 
It should be clear that the result follows from Lemma 4.3. 1 
It is easy to see that by proceeding as in Case (iii) and using Lemma 4.4, the 
result follows. 1 
Note that in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we need not consider cases such as 
q5 = (32) HP[Axye](z, 0) and 4 = (VZ)(~W) HP[Axy0](0, max). For instance, let 
SE STRUCT(r); then 
S t= (3~) HPC~XYW, 0) 
if and only if 
there is some structure S’ E STRUCT(z’), where r’ is z with an 
additional constant symbol C, such that S is S’ restricted to r and 
S’ k HP[nxye](c, 0). 
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FIG. 4. The construction used in Case (vii). 
Now, by the induction hypothesis, there is a formula HP[kt,V](O, max), where +’ 
is over r’ and is as in the statement of Theorem 4.1, such that 
s’ + HP[AxyB](C, 0) if and only ifs’ + HP[luv+‘](O, max). 
Hence, by replacing the constant symbol C by the variable z in the formula II/’ (we 
can assume that z does not appear in II/‘) and obtaining the formula $ over T, we 
get that 
S I= (32) HPC~xyWz, 0) if and only if S k (32) HP[luv$](O, max), 
and we are reduced to Case (v) of the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
In fact, the proof of Theorem 4.1 yields more information. As in [6], we have the 
following definition. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let q5 E FO(z), for some vocabulary T, and suppose that q5 is in 
disjunctive normal form, 
f+hz v {cq A pi: i= 1, 2, . ..) Z}, 
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where 
(i) each ai is a conjunction of the logical atomic relations, S, =, and their 
negations; 
(ii) each /Ii is atomic or negated atomic; 
(iii) if i#j, then ai and aj are mutually exclusive. 
Then 4 is a projective formula. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let 4~ (FO + posHP)(z) b e some sentence. Then the problem 
represented by 4 is also represented by a formula of the form 
HPC@+lVJ, max), 
with Ic/ over the (distinct) variables of the k-tuples x and y, for some k 2 1, where 0 
(resp. max) is the constant symbol 0 (resp. max) repeated k times, and where II/ is 
projective. 
ProoJ: It is easy to check that in the proof of Theorem 4.1, $ is projective. 1 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let 4 be some sentence of (FO + TC), and let p be the problem 
represented by 4. Then there is a sentence II/ E (FO + posHP) representing p. 
ProoJ We require the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let G be some digraph on the vertices (0, 1, . . . . n - I}. Let H be the 
digraph defined as follows: 
(i) H has 5n + 3 vertices, namely {a,, bi, ci, di, ei, x, y, z: i = 0, 1, . . . . n - 1 }; 
(ii) H has edges {(a;, CiL CC;, b;), (bi, d;), (di, ci), (c;, e;), (e,, ai), 
(d,,ej):i,j=O, l,..., n-l;i#j); 
(iii) Hhasedges {(~,b~),(a,_,,y),(y,e,),(y,z), (di,z):i=O, l,..., n-l}; 
(iv) for any i,j=O, 1, . . . . n- 1, with i#j: 
H has an edge (a,, bj) if and only if G has an edge (i, j) 
(H has no other edges except those described above). Then there is a directed path 
in G from 0 to n - 1 $ and only if there is a directed Hamiltonian path in H from 
x to z. 
Proof: The digraph can be visualised as in Fig. 5. The result follows via 
reasoning similar to that of Lemma 4.2. 1 
The proof of Proposition 4.6 follows from Lemma 4.7, just as Case (iii) of 
Theorem 4.1 followed from Lemma 4.2, bearing in mind Theorem 3.3 of [6] and 
Corollary 3 of [S]. 1 
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FIG. 5. Showing (FO + TC) is contained in (FC + posHP). 
The following is immediate from Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 4.6: 
COROLLARY 4.8. NL E (FO + posHP). 
5. (FO + posHP) CAPTURES NP 
In this section, we show that the class of problems represented by those formulae 
of (FO + posHP) coincides with NP. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. (FO + posHP) G NP. 
Proof. Let p be any problem of (FO + posHP)(r), for some vocabulary r. By 
Theorem 4.1, there exists a quantifier-free formula +, over the k-tuples x and y of 
distinct variables, such that for each structure SE STRUCT(r), 
SEP if and only if S b HP[Axy$](O, max), 
where 0 and max have length k. It should be clear that whether $‘(u, v) holds, for 
u, V4W, can be determined in logarithmic space (even if $ has other free 
variables different from those of x and y), and so clearly p E NP. (The problem p 
is encoded sensibly for input to a relevant Turing machine, possibly using the 
encoding scheme described in the next definition.) 1 
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DEFINITION 5.1. Let SE STRUCT(z), for some vocabulary T = (R,, RZ, . . . . Rk, 
Cl 3 c,, .a., C,), where each Ri is a relation symbol of arity ai, and each Cj is a 
constant symbol. Then the encoding e,(S) of S is defined as follows: 
the relations Rf, Rf, . . . . Rf are encoded in order with each Rf 
encoded as a sequence of nai OS and Is, denoting whether 
R;(O, 0, . . . . 0) holds, whether Rf(O, 0, . . . . 1) holds, . . . . and whether 
Rf(n - 1, n - 1, . . . . n - 1) holds (with 1 SI = n); the constants Cf, 
c;, . ..) Cz are encoded in order with each Cy encoded as its binary 
representation. 
If p is some problem over z, then we define e,(p)= {e,(S): SEP} c (0, l}*. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let A4 be a logspace transducer, let t be some vocabulary, and 
let k E N. Then there is a formula II/ E (FO + DTC)(z), over the distinct variables of 
the k-tuple x, such that for each SE STRUCT(z) and any tuple u E 1 SI ‘, 
(ST u) I= W) ifand only ifthe uth output of A4 is a 1 on input o = e,(S), 
where u is the usual representation of an integer in (0, 1, . . . . nk - 1 }, with n = I S I. 
Proof By using the techniques of Theorem 3.1 of [6], it is easy to see that an 
instantaneous description of M can be represented using a finite number of 
variables (ranging from 0 to n - 1): the contents of the output tape of M are not 
included in our instantaneous description. Again, as in the theorem mentioned 
above, we can express the predicate NEXT(ID,, ID,), meaning that instantaneous 
description u follows. in one move of M from instantaneous description fl, in 
(FO + DTC)(z). 
It is easy to see that the predicates WRITEO(ID), WRITEl(ID), and 
NOWRITE can be expressed in FO(z), where WRITEO(ID) (resp. 
WRITEl(ID), NOWRITE( means that the (unique) move of M from the 
instantaneous description ID causes a 0 (resp. a 1, nothing) to be written on the 
write-only tape. Hence, consider the formula 
ti E (3zPTCC44 Y, P)(v, W, 9) el((IDi, 0, Oh (z, X, maxII, 
where 
8 = [NEXT(t, v) A WRITEO(t) A w = y + 1 A q = 0] 
v [NEXT(t, v) A WRITEl(t) A w = y + 1 A q = max] 
v [NEXT(f v) A NOWRITE A w = y A q = 0], 
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and 
ID, is a tuple of constant symbols encoding the initial instan- 
taneous description of M; 
t and v are tuples of variables representing instantaneous descrip- 
tions; 
y and w are k-tuples of variables (to count the number of symbols 
written on the output tape) 
(above, by w = y + 1 we mean that the number represented by the tuple w is 1 
greater than that represented by the tuple y: this can easily be expressed by a 
quantifier-free formula of FO). 
Suppose SE STRUCT(z) and II E 1 S 1 k, with 
(X U) k (3~) DTCC4t, Y,P)(v, W, 4) el((IDiv 0, Oh (z, X, max)l. 
Then there is some instantaneous description ID such that on input e,(S), M enters 
ID and on this being done the uth symbol is written, with this symbol being a 1. 
Conversely, if the u th symbol to be written is a 1, then there is some instantaneous 
description ID so that on input e,(S), M enters ID and on its doing so, this 1 is 
written. Consequently, 
(S, u) k (3~) DTCC46 Y, P)(v, w, q) WW,, 0, Oh (z, x, maxII, 
and the result follows. 1 
THEOREM 5.3. NP z (FO + posHP). 
Proof. Let M be a logspace transducer, let A = e,(p), where p is a problem over 
the vocabulary r, and let A, = e,,(P,,), where p,, is the problem defined as follows: 
for each structure S, E STRUCT(r,), 
so EPO if and only if So k HP[AxyE](O, max). 
Suppose that A4 computes the function f: (0, 1)’ + (0, 1 } *, where, for each 
OE (0, l}*, oeA if and only if f(o)~&, and suppose that M operates within 
time n”, for some t. If SE STRUCT(z) of size n, let m be such that 1 e, (S)l < nm, 
for all n, and set k = mt. 
We can amend M to obtain a transducer M’, computing the function 
f’: (0, 1>* + (0, l}* and using logspace, such that: 
(i) if o E (0, 1 }* is such that o #e,(S), for any SE STRUCT(z), then M’ 
halts without writing anything (notice that the empty string is not in A,); 
(ii) otherwise, if (f(o)1 is not a perfect square then M’ halts and writes a 
sequence of n2k OS, so that f’(o) = e,,(S,), where So E STRUCT(r,)\HP of size nk; 
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(iii) otherwise, if 1 f(w)1 = r*, for some r E N, then M’ outputs as M does, 
except the output is padded as follows: 
iff(w)=o,w,...w,, where, for each i, 1 oi I= r, and if w = e,(S), 
for some structure SESTRUCT(~) of size n, then f’(w) = 
w~O~-~W,O~-~...W~~~~-~~~~~~-~...O~~~~-~, where 0’ (resp. Ii) 
is the symbol 0 (resp. 1) repeated i times and k=mt, so that 
1 f’(w)1 = n2k. 
By Proposition 5.2, there is a formula Ic/ E (FO + DTC)(z), over the distinct 
variables of the k-tuples x and y, such that for any structure SE STRUCT(r) and 
any tuples u, v E I SI k, (S, II, v) k$(x, y) if and only if the (II, v)th output of M’ is 
a 1 on input w = e,(S) (where (II, v) is the usual representation of an integer in 
(0, 1, . . . . n2k - 1 }, with I S 1 = n). 
Fix SE STRUCT(r), and define the structure So E STRUCT(r,) as follows: 
and for each u, VE I&l, 
I&I = lSlk 
ESo(u, v) if and only if (S, u, v) k +(x, y) 
(and so S, is the z,-translation of S w.r.t. $(x, y)). 
Suppose that S k HP[Axy$](O, max). Then So k HP[lxyE](O, max) and so 
S,EP~. Conversely, if S,E~,, then clearly S k HP[IZxylC/](O, max). 
Suppose that SE p, and let w = e,(S) : so f( w) E A,. However, by the construction 
of M’, we have that, for each w’ E (0, 1 }*, f(w’) E A0 if and only if 
f’(w’) E A,: hence, f’(w) E A,. But f’(w) = e,,(S,), and so So cpO. Conversely, if 
So epO, thenf’(w) = e,,(S,), where w = e,(S); that is, f’(w) E A,, and sof(w) E Ao. 
Thus, w E A and SEP. Consequently, we have that 
SEP if and only if So epo if and only if S l= HP[lxy$](O, max). 
As A0 is complete for NP under logspace reductions (cf. [3, 15]), then the result 
follows by Proposition 4.6 and from the definition of the operator DTC. 1 
The following corollary follows immediately from Proposition 5.1 and 
Theorem 5.3. 
COROLLARY 5.4. NP = (FO + posHP). 
DEFINITION 5.2. Let p, and pb be problems over the vocabularies r, and tb, 
respectively. Let C be a set of r,-descriptive formulae from some language L(r,), 
and for each structure S,ESTRUCT(~,), let DESTRUCT denote the 
z,-translation of S, w.r.t. Z. Then pb is an L-translation of pa if and only if for each 
S, E STRUCT(z,), S, opt if and only if a(S,) epb. If, further, each of the formulae 
of C is projective, then pb is a projection translation of pa. 
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COROLLARY 5.5. The problem represented by the formula HP[lxyE](O, max) of 
(FO + posHP)(z,) is cdmplete for NP via projection translations. 
Proof: The result follows from Corollaries 4.5 and 5.4. 1 
That is, the problem of deciding whether there is a Hamiltonian path between 
two distinguished vertices of a digraph is complete for NP via projection trans- 
lations (which appear to be much weaker than logspace and polynomial time 
reductions). As far as we know, this is the first problem to be shown to be complete 
for NP under these reductions, although such complete problems have been 
produced for L, NSYMLOG, NL, and P (see [6]). As mentioned in [6], projection 
translations are uniform versions of the projection reductions of [ 141. 
6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have defined a language (FO +posHP) capturing the com- 
plexity class NP; moreover, we have presented a general technique to build new 
languages which encapsulates the existing languages (FO + TC) and (FO + ATC). 
We have also shown that all formulae of (FO + posHP) have a normal form, and 
this fact leads to the result that the problem of deciding whether a digraph has a 
directed Hamiltonian path between two distinguished vertices is complete for NP 
via (the very weak) projection translations (the first such problem to be found). It 
would be interesting to take other problems and extend the language FO by a 
corresponding operator. For example, if we took a problem that is complete for 
PSPACE under polynomial time reductions (e.g., the problem GENERALIZED 
GEOGRAPHY, cf. [3]) or a problem that is complete for SSPACE(n) under 
logspace reductions (e.g., the problem WPBTS, cf. [9]), and extended FO by the 
corresponding operators, would the resulting languages capture PSPACE and 
F&PACE(n), and give normal forms for these languages? (Here, SSPACE(n) 
denotes symmetric O(n)-space: a logical characterization of SSPACE(n) would be 
most useful, given that symmetric complexity classes tend to be difficult to work 
with.) For example, if SSPACE(n), say, could be shown to have a complete 
problem via projection translations and this problem were in some complexity class 
CC, contained in L and closed via projection translations, then we would be able 
to say that SSPACE(n) coincides with CC: this same conclusion cannot be reached 
by considering completeness via logspace reductions. Essentially, the weakness of 
the projection translation allows us to consider complexity classes “below” L. Also, 
by studying the projection translation in more detail, it is reasonable to hope that 
lower bound arguments might be formulated. Consequently, we might be able to 
give lower bounds for problems in some complexity class that is characterized by 
some logic with a normal form involving projection translations. 
It would also be interesting to find other problems complete for NP via 
projection translations (given that we have one, this makes it easier to find others) 
and to express the operator ATC in terms of the operator HP (just as we did for 
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the operator TC in Proposition 4.6). We end by remarking that (FO + posHP) = 
(FO + HP) if and only if NP = co-NP, and that (FO + posHP) = (FO + ATC) if 
and only if NP = P. 
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